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ABSTRACT
In the last decade testbeds have been set-up to evaluate
network protocols and algorithms under realistic settings.
Moreover, wireless sensors have lately been integrated into
testbeds in order to simulate application scenarios for low-
power sensor networks, such as environment monitoring.
Due to the fact that such scenarios are usually designed to
run for a relatively long duration, long-term experiments are
rarely executed, in order to avoid blocking of testbed facili-
ties. Toward, this direction, we propose the NITOS Sensors
Toolkit framework that provides for measurements storage
in the testbed’s database so that users do not have to run
online experiments to generate data, but they can access real
sensor records in an offline way. Moreover, online measure-
ment gathering is automated and further simplified using
the OMF management framework [1], so that it becomes
a transparent process for the experimenter. The proposed
framework is also accompanied by a web user interface that
allows the user to get a graphical representation of the stored
measurements and also extract various statistical measures.
NITOS Sensors Toolkit allows for a more sophisticated way
to setup and analyze experiments based on Wireless Sensor
Networks.

1. INTRODUCTION
Application scenarios for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs),

such as environment monitoring, are usually designed for a
relatively long runtime. In order to avoid blocking of testbed
facilities such long lasting experiments are rarely executed.
To this end, NITOS has developed a specific framework that
provides users with offline measurements that have been
gathered from temperature and humidity sensors.

2. NITOS SENSORS TOOLKIT
In this demo, we will present a framework for online mea-

surement gathering as well as offline measurement acquisi-
tion in WSNs. The tool was developed for NITOS testbed
[2], which is a large scale wireless testbed that currently con-
sists of 40 operational WiFi nodes. A view of the testbed
topology, at the exterior of the University of Thessaly cam-
pus building, is shown in Fig. 1. The technologies that are
available in NITOS for implementation and testing are WiFi,
WiMAX and LTE. Moreover, the 10 ORBIT wireless nodes
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Figure 1: NITOS testbed topology representation.

(yellow dots) are equipped with Temperature & Humidity
USB Sensor THUM (Temperature and HUmidity Monitor)
[3]. This feature of the testbed allows for implementation
and testing of routing and power optimization schemes for
WSNs.

NITOS provides its users with the ability to run experi-
ments using the temperature and humidity sensors (online)
or even access real sensor records by using the NITOS Sen-
sors Toolkit (offline). Figure 2 shows the web interface that

Figure 2: NITOS Sensors Toolkit web interface.

allows the experimenter to get a graphical representation
of each measurement set stored in NITOS database. More-
over, the filesystem provided for sensor experiments contains
OMF scripts that help the user easily setup an experiment,



(a) Average values representation (b) Variation representation (c) Correlation Matrices.

Figure 3: Representation of provided statistical measures.
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Figure 4: Types of sensor placement

just by providing the reserved sensor IDs, the measurement
period and the total number of measurements that will be
gathered.

Various statistical measures can be extracted from the
corresponding records, such as average and deviation values
per sensor or per measurement round. Another important
feature that the framework provides is the correlation matrix
representation that provides an indication of how much the
measurements of each sensor are correlated with each other.
Figure 3 shows snapshots of the statistical measures that
our framework supports.

To enable spatial diversity among the sensors, we have
decided to place the sensors in three different ways. Sensors
are placed in an external manufacture, inside the node’s box,
or inside the box that contains the camera. Figure 4 shows
the three types of placement that are supported. This place-
ment setup has been designed to generate spatial correlation
among sensor measurements, which is also validated through
the correlation measurements.

Another important feature that the framework supports is
the extraction of measurements records from NITOS database.
More specifically, though special scripts that the sensor filesys-
tem contains the user can easily transfer database measure-
ments to the corresponding nodes. Moreover, offline mea-
surements can aid in the comparison among different proto-
cols. More specifically, algorithms that exploit spatial corre-
lation, such as the work in [4], can be compared with other
protocols based on the transmission of the same set of mea-
surements.

3. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this demo paper we presented a framework that en-

ables gathering and analysis of measurements of WSNs. In
particular, experimenters can select specific nodes and ob-
serve correlation among gathered measurements by navigat-
ing through a web interface that is built as an extension
tool of NITOS testbed. Thus, users can benefit from the
provided tools and better evaluate and compare protocols
under consideration. Currently, we are in the process of
extending the framework features by providing mechanisms
able to estimate:

• contention per frequency among sensors,

• amount of transmitted data per experiment

• overall energy consumption per experiment.
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